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nalysis of the interaction between
Homer EVH domain and ryanodine receptor with
biosensors based on imaging ellipsometry

Tengfei Kang,abc Kaiming Zhang,d Changcheng Yin,d Yu Niu*ab and Gang Jin*ab

The interaction between the Homer EVH domain and RyR plays an important role in calcium signaling

channels in the heart and the skeletal muscles. A biosensor based on imaging ellipsometry was used to

analyze the binding affinity between the Homer EVH domain and RyR. The results confirm that the

Homer EVH domain can recognize RyR specifically with high binding affinity of approximately 10�8 M.

This information will contribute to understanding of the role of the interaction between the Homer EVH

domain and RyR in intracellular calcium channels.
Introduction

The ryanodine receptors (RyRs) of intracellular calcium chan-
nels play a crucial role in the calcium release process in
different signaling pathways.1–3 In the heart and skeletal
muscles, regulation of RyR-dependent calcium channels
involves the Homer protein family.4–6 The enabled/vasodilator-
stimulated phospho protein homology (EVH) domain, a highly
conserved sequence in all members of the Homer protein
family, binds selectively to proline-rich motifs of RyRs,7–9

forming complexes that enhance calcium release. Although
much effort has been directed at exploration of the interaction
principle between the Homer EVH domain and RyR,10–12

previous reports have rarely reported their dynamic recognition
process.

Imaging ellipsometry has been developed from conventional
ellipsometry.13,14 It applies an expanded light beam and a CCD
camera to replace the narrow light beam and the photodiode
detector in the traditional ellipsometry setup. These improve-
ments give imaging ellipsometry the advantages of ellipsometry
and a microscope simultaneously. As a label-free characteriza-
tion technique, imaging ellipsometry can detect a large area up
to several square centimeters with high vertical resolution to
sub-nanometer magnitude. Imaging ellipsometry has been
proposed for inclusion in development of a biosensor to observe
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biomolecule interactions.15,16 The biosensor based on imaging
ellipsometry (BIE) comprises a micro-uidic reactor and an
imaging ellipsometry reader.17 The micro-uidic reactor injects
different liquid solutions on the substrate to construct
a patterned biomolecule microarray, while the imaging ellips-
ometry reader measures surface mass density distribution of
the biomolecule microarray. As biomolecules interact, biomol-
ecule complexes will be formed on the microarray surface, with
resultant changes in surface mass density. By analyzing the
surface mass density distribution, biomolecule interactions can
be identied visually by imaging ellipsometry.18 So far, BIE has
been applied in biomedical and clinical detection, for example
for ve markers of hepatitis B virus,19 tumor markers,20 phage
M13KO7,21 severe acute respiratory syndrome virus,22 and avian
inuenza virus.23

Conventionally, working under external reection conditions,
BIE cannot detect the dynamic process of biomolecule interac-
tions because of uid disturbance during solution delivery to the
substrate. To overcome this disadvantage, a biosensor based on
total internal reection imaging ellipsometry (TIRIE)24,25 has
been proposed. Coupled with a micro-uidic microarray reactor
through a prism, TIRIE uses the evanescent wave on the inter-
face under total internal reection to detect biomolecule layer
variation on the substrate. TIRIE biosensor not only exhibits
high throughput and better sensitivity, but also can record in situ
the whole process of biomolecule interactions in a series of
images in grayscale. Thus, TIRIE can be used to form a real-time
interaction curve and then deduce the binding affinity of
biomolecule interactions.26 TIRIE has been used in several
biomedical applications for which conventional BIE was not
sufficient for detection, for instance, identication of the weak
interaction between tris and lysozyme.27

In this investigation, BIE is used to identify the specic
interaction between Homer EVH domain and RyR, while TIRIE
is introduced to measure their binding affinity.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Material and methods
Reagents

Aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (APTES), succinic anhydride, 1-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimidehydrochloride (EDC),
N-hydroxyl-succinimide (NHS), 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid
(MUA), human serum albumin (HSA), bovine serum albumin
(BSA), rabbit immunoglobulin G and its antibody (IgG and anti-
IgG) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Binding buffer, Homer
EVH type1 domain (EVH) and RyR type 1 (RyR) were provided by
Professor Changcheng Yin's research group at the Medicine
School of Peking University. The RyR was puried from 3-[(3-
cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate solu-
bilized skeletal sarcoplasmic reticulum, as described in previous
articles.28,29
Detection procedure of EVH and RyR interaction with BIE

Silicon slices modied with APTES and succinic anhydride18

were used as the BIE substrates to detect EVH and RyR inter-
action. Aer the substrate was placed in the micro-uidic
microarray reactor, 10 mL of a mixture solution of NHS (0.05 M)
and EDC (0.2 M) were added by the micro-uidic system at
a ow rate of 2 mL min�1. With NHS and EDC, carboxyl groups
on the substrate can be activated to react with the amino group
of the proteins. Subsequently, 10 mL EVH at concentration 0.1
mg mL�1 were delivered to the analytical cell to form a multi-
plex microarray biosensing surface at a ow rate of 1 mL min�1

for 10 min. To identify the EVH and RyR interaction specicity,
10 mL 0.1 mg mL�1 IgG were delivered to another cell. Then, 20
mL 0.05 mg mL�1 RyR and such negative controls as BSA, HSA
and IgG were delivered at a ow rate of 2 mL min�1. At the same
time, RyR with the same concentration was added to the IgG
modied surface as the blank control. As the interaction
Fig. 1 Identification of EVH and RyR interaction with BIE. (A) The image i
on rows 3–5 to form the sensing surface, while IgG as the blank control
RyR are delivered to the following cells a(3, 4), b(3, 4), c(3, 4) and d(3, 4
control 1(b, c) and 2(b, c), respectively. (B) Histogram of grayscale values

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
between IgG and anti-IgG is typical specic binding, 0.05 mg
mL�1 anti-IgG was added to the IgG surface to verify the spec-
icity between EVH and RyR. Aer rinsing with buffer and
drying under nitrogen, the substrate was sampled by the
imaging ellipsometry reader and its result was stored in images
in grayscale.
Measuring the binding affinity between EVH and RyR with
TIRIE

Aer modication with MUA ethanol solution (1 mM),27 SF10
glass slides coated with 50 nm gold lm were used as the TIRIE
biosensor substrates. To activate the substrate surface, 10 mL of
a mixture solution of NHS (0.05 M) and EDC (0.2 M) were added
at a ow rate of 5 mL min�1. Aer activation, EVH (0.15 mg
mL�1) was injected into each analytical area at a ow rate of 5 mL
min�1 for 10 min. Then, excessive binding buffer was added to
the EVH modied surface. RyR solutions diluted to different
concentrations (10, 20, 40 and 80 mg mL�1) and BSA as the
negative control, (80 mg mL�1) were delivered to the surface for
12 min. Eventually, binding buffer was injected for the surface
rinsing. The whole process was visualized by TIRIE biosensor
and recorded in a series of grayscale images with intervals of 0.2
seconds.
Results
Identication of EVH and RyR interaction with BIE

To identify the specic interaction between EVH and RyR, Fig. 1
shows the results in grayscale image and compares the values of
the positive, the negative and the blank interactions. The
grayscale value of each cell on the protein microarray reects
the surface mass concentration of protein layer proportion-
ately.15 The differences in grayscale value among these cells
n grayscale for EVH and RyR interaction detection. EVH is immobilized
is bound on rows 1–2. Then, BSA, HSA and IgG as negative control and
), respectively. Meanwhile, RyR and anti-IgG are injected to the blank
corresponding to (A).

Anal. Methods, 2016, 8, 2936–2940 | 2937
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Fig. 2 Real-time curves of EVH and RyR interaction measured by TIRIE. EVH (150 mg mL�1) is immobilized on the protein microarray, and then
RyR at concentrations of 10 mg mL�1, 20 mg mL�1, 40 mg mL�1 and 80 mg mL�1 as well as HSA at a concentration of 80 mg mL�1 as the negative
control were added to the EVH sensing surface.
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indicate the surface mass concentration change caused by
protein adsorption or binding. For blank controls, the grayscale
value change is only about 0.9 before and aer RyR injection.
The grayscale value of negative controls goes up less than 1.9,
whereas that of the cells where EVH interacts with RyR increases
about 11.5, the same order as the IgG/anti-IgG interaction.
Therefore, the remarkable increase in grayscale value for EVH
and RyR binding cells conrms their specic interaction.

Binding affinity deduction of EVH and RyR interaction with
TIRIE

To measure the binding affinity of EVH and RyR interaction,
TIRIE was used to characterize their dynamic binding process.
RyR with different concentrations and HSA as the negative
control were injected to EVH surface and their interaction
processes were recorded in real-time curves (shown in Fig. 2).
For the negative controls, the tendency of the real-time curve
Fig. 3 Binding affinity deduction of EVH and RyR interaction.

2938 | Anal. Methods, 2016, 8, 2936–2940
remained stable with addition of HSA. However, the real-time
curve increased sharply with injection of RyR at all the
concentrations tested. With increasing RyR concentration, the
grayscale value clearly increased, indicating the various binding
amounts of EVH and RyR interaction.

The binding affinity of EVH and RyR interaction is given in
eqn (1).30,31

Req ¼ RmaxC

C þ KD

(1)

where KD describes the binding affinity in the biochemistry
discipline, Req is the RyR binding amount at equilibrium, Rmax

is the maximum binding capacity of RyR on the EVH sensing
surface and C is the RyR concentration in the analyte
solution.

The binding data of the EVH and RyR interaction are plotted
versus RyR concentration in Fig. 3. Origin 7.5 (OriginLab Corp.,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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MA, USA) was used to deduce the binding affinity of the EVH
and RyR interaction through nonlinear regression analysis. The
binding affinity of the EVH and RyR interaction was calculated
to be 2.15 � 10�8 M, implying that the EVH and RyR interaction
is a high-affinity interaction.12

Discussion

The interaction between the Homer EVH domain and RyR was
identied by BIE and their binding affinity was deduced to 10�8

M by TIRIE. The results indicate that the interaction between
the Homer EVH domain and RyR is relatively strong. Further
analysis of the binding affinity between the Homer EVH domain
and RyR will be helpful for understanding its role in intracel-
lular calcium channels.
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